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Demonstration of Multi- and Single-Reader Sample Size Program
for Diagnostic Studies software
Stephen L. Hillis1a and Kevin M. Schartza
a
Department of Radiology, University of Iowa, 3170 ML, 200 Hawkins Drive
Iowa City, IA USA 52242-1077

ABSTRACT
The recently released software Multi- and Single-Reader Sample Size Sample Size Program for Diagnostic Studies,
written by Kevin Schartz and Stephen Hillis, performs sample size computations for diagnostic reader-performance
studies. The program computes the sample size needed to detect a specified difference in a reader performance measure
between two modalities, when using the analysis methods initially proposed by Dorfman, Berbaum, and Metz (DBM)
and Obuchowski and Rockette (OR), and later unified and improved by Hillis and colleagues. A commonly used reader
performance measure is the area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve.
The program can be used with typical common reader-performance measures which can be estimated parametrically or
nonparametrically. The program has an easy-to-use step-by-step intuitive interface that walks the user through the entry
of the needed information. Features of the software include the following: (1) choice of several study designs; (2) choice
of inputs obtained from either OR or DBM analyses; (3) choice of three different inference situations: both readers and
cases random, readers fixed and cases random, and readers random and cases fixed; (4) choice of two types of
hypotheses: equivalence or noninferiority; (6) choice of two output formats: power for specified case and reader sample
sizes, or a listing of case-reader combinations that provide a specified power; (7) choice of single or multi-reader
analyses; and (8) functionality in Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.
Keywords: power, sample size estimation, reader performance, diagnostic radiology, Obuchowski-Rockette, DorfmanBerbaum-Metz, MRMC, multi-reader

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the recently released software Multi- and Single-Reader Sample Size Sample Size Program for
Diagnostic Studies, written by Kevin S. Schartz and Stephen L. Hillis. This software performs sample size and power
computations for sizing future diagnostic reader-performance studies. Such studies are commonly used in radiology,
where radiologists evaluate images resulting from an imaging modality with respect to confidence of disease. The
program can be freely downloaded from http://perception.radiology.uiowa.edu/.
The program computes the sample size needed to detect a specified difference in a reader performance measure between
two modalities when using the analysis methods initially proposed by Dorfman, Berbaum, and Metz (DBM)1-2 and
Obuchowski and Rockette (OR)3 and later unified, improved, and generalized by Hillis and colleagues4-7. We refer to the
improved versions of OR and DBM as the updated OR and updated DBM methods. The methodology that the program
is based on for computing sample size and power is detailed in Hillis, Obuchowski, and Berbaum8.
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2. FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM
2.1 Functionality
The program file is an executable Java jar file that is functional in Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.
downloadable file can be used with all three operating systems.

The same

2.2 Outcomes
The program can be used with typical reader-performance measures; such measures include receiver-operatingcharacteristic (ROC) curve summary measures such as the area under the ROC curve (AUC), partial AUC, sensitivity for
specified specificity, and specificity for specified sensitivity. These measures can be estimated using parametric or
nonparametric methods. In addition, the program can be used with free-response ROC (FROC)9,10 summary measures
and region-of-interest (ROI)11 summary measures. For simplicity we assume throughout that the parameter of interest is
the ROC AUC, keeping in mind that it can be replaced by a different summary measure.
2.3 OR and DBM inputs
The updated DBM method is equivalent to the updated OR method when both use the same AUC estimation method and
OR uses the jackknife method for estimating the error variance and covariances (due to reading the same cases.) The
OR method is more general than DBM because it can accommodate other methods of estimating the error covariances,
such as the method of DeLong et al12 for trapezoid AUC estimates and the method of bootstrapping. The power and
sample size software allows the user to perform analyses using inputs − either mean squares or variance components (or
correlations for OR) − from either updated OR or DBM analyses.
2.4 Inference situations
The program computes sample sizes for three different inference situations: (1) both readers and cases are random; (2)
readers are fixed and cases are random; and (3) readers are random and cases are fixed. Corresponding analysis results
generalize, respectively, to (1) the reader and case populations for which the study reader and cases are representative;
(2) the case population when read by the particular readers in the study; and (3) the reader population when reading the
particular cases used in the study. Which inference situation the researcher is interested in depends on the research
question, as well as the corresponding study design.
Although researchers often would like to generalize to both the reader and case populations, an appropriate study
requires at least several readers. Although theoretically such a study can only have two or three readers, results are more
convincing with at least four or five readers, since then the sample seems more likely to be representative of a population
of similar readers; furthermore, if there is much reader variability, power may be limited with a very small number of
readers. Thus we recommend that a researcher use at least four readers, and preferably more, if the goal is to generalize
to both reader and case populations. If financial or logistical concerns limit the number of readers to less than four, then
we recommend using a fixed readers and random cases analysis. Even though such a study does not generalize to
readers, it can provide an important first step in establishing a conclusion (e.g., one modality is superior when read by
the readers in the study) when previous studies have not been undertaken. Clearly, a one-reader study (this includes a
computer-aided design study with no human readers) will fall under inference situation 2, if the cases can be considered
to be a representative sample.
An example where inference situation 3 would be used is the following. Suppose that readers read images under two
processing modalities taken from predetermined locations of one phantom. Of interest is the comparison of the two
modalities, for this particular set of images for this particular phantom. In this situation it makes sense to want
conclusions to generalize to the population of readers, treating the cases (i.e. the images) as fixed. Since the image
locations were fixed in advance, there does not appear to be a conceptual population of interest that they can be
considered to be representative of. Furthermore, one should not lose sight of the fact that any conclusion applies only to
this one phantom.
2.5 Study designs
The software includes the choice of several study designs: (1) factorial design -- each reader reads all cases under each
test; (2) case-nested-within-test split plot design – each case is imaged under one test, each reader reads all of the images
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from each test; (3) case-nested-within-reader design – each reader reads a different set of images using all of the
diagnostic tests; (4) reader-nested-within-test split plot design – each reader interprets images from only one test, but all
cases are read by each reader; and (5) mixed split plot design. In the mixed design, there are several groups (or blocks)
of readers and cases such that each reader and each case belongs to only one group, and within each group all readers
read all cases under each test. Hillis7 discusses all of these designs and derives their nonnull test-statistics distributions,
which are needed for the sample-size computations.
2.6 Hypotheses
Either nonequivalence or noninferiority hypotheses can be specified. Both hypotheses are specified in terms of the
population modality mean outcomes, i.e., the mean reader performance measure across the population of readers for
each modality. The program only allows for the testing of two modalities. For example, if AUC is the readerperformance outcome, then for the nonequivalence hypotheses the null hypothesis is that the two modality means are
equal and the alternative hypothesis is that they are not equal. See Chen et al13 for a discussion of noninferiority
hypotheses.
2.7 Obtaining input values from pilot data
Pilot data estimates can be obtained from analyses of data sets that use the updated OR or DBM methods. Software for
performing the updated OR and DBM methods for ROC data is freely available from
http://perception.radiology.uiowa.edu/ in both a stand-alone version and in a version designed to be run with SAS
statistical software. For updated OR and DBM analyses of FROC and ROI data, freely available stand-alone software is
available from http://www.devchakraborty.com/.
2.8 Running the program
The program is designed with an intuitive point-and-click interface. In the next section we provide several an example
illustrating use of the program.

3. EXAMPLE OF RUNNING THE PROGRAM USING OR INPUTS
3.1 Pilot data
For our example, we use data (Van Dyke)14 provided by Carolyn Van Dyke, MD. We treat these data as a pilot sample
for illustrative purposes. The study compares the relative performance of single spin-echo magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) to cinematic presentation of MRI for the detection of thoracic aortic dissection. There were 45 patients with an
aortic dissection and 69 patients without a dissection imaged with both spin-echo and cinematic MRI. Five radiologists
independently interpreted all of the images using a 5-point ordinal scale: 1 = definitely no aortic dissection, …, 5 =
definitely aortic dissection. These data are available at http://perception.radiology.uiowa.edu/.
For this study the average spin-echo empirical AUC was .044 larger than the average cine empirical AUC (spin-echo
average = 0.941, cine average = 0.897); however, there was not a significant difference (p = 0.0517) between the
modalities based on either a DBM or the equivalent OR analysis using jackknife error covariance estimation. Suppose
that the researcher would like to know what combinations of reader and case sample sizes for a similar study will have at
least 0.80 power to detect an absolute difference of 0.05 between the modality AUCs. We show how to determine the
smallest case sample size for each of several reader sample sizes that yields 0.80 power for detecting a .05 difference in
spin-echo and cinematic AUC, treating the Van Dyke data as pilot data. We set alpha, the probability of a type I error,
equal to .05.
3.2 Parameter estimates from pilot data
Partial output from performing an updated OR analysis comparing empirical AUCs using OR-DBM MRMC 2.5 software
(available at http://perception.radiology.uiowa.edu/) with jackknife covariance estimation is presented in Table 1. In
Table 1 the Estimates section shows the reader AUC estimates, the ANOVA Tables section presents the ANOVA table
corresponding to the OR method, and the Variance component and error-covariance estimates section shows both the
OR and corresponding DBM variance components estimates. The inputs needed for the sample size program are circled.
Table 1 provides all the necessary information for performing sample size estimation for a future study, with output that
is needed for the sample-size program labeled.
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Table 1. Partial OR output for ROC AUC analysis of Van Dyke14 data using OR-DBM MRMC 2.5 software
OR-DBM MRMC 2.5 Build 4
MULTIREADER-MULTICASE ROC ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
TRAPEZOIDAL AREA ANALYSIS
2 treatments, 5 readers, 114 cases (69 normal, 45 abnormal)
Curve fitting methodology is TRAPEZOIDAL/WILCOXON
Dependent variable is AUC
c* = 114
Study Design: Factorial
Covariance Estimation Method: Jackknifing
===========================================================================
*****
Estimates
*****
===========================================================================
TREATMENT x READER AUC ESTIMATES
TREATMENT
----------------------READER
1
2
-----------------------1
0.91964573
0.94782609
2
0.85877617
0.90531401
3
0.90386473
0.92173913
4
0.97310789
0.99935588
5
0.82979066
0.92995169
TREATMENT AUC MEANS (averaged across readers)
--------------------------------------------1
0.89703704
2
0.94083736
TREATMENT AUC MEAN DIFFERENCES
-----------------------------1 - 2
-0.04380032
===========================================================================
*****
ANOVA Tables (OR analysis of reader AUCs)
*****
===========================================================================
TREATMENT X READER ANOVA of AUCs
(Used for global test of equal treatment AUCs and for treatment differences
confidence intervals in parts (a) and (b) of the analyses)
Source
SS
DF
MS
----------------------------------------------OR
T
0.00479617
1
0.00479617
mean
R
0.01534480
4
0.00383620
T*R
0.00220412
4
0.00055103
squares
===========================================================================
*****
Variance component and error-covariance estimates
*****
===========================================================================
Obuchowski-Rockette variance component and covariance estimates
(for sample size estimation for future studies)
OR Component
Estimate
Correlation
----------------------- ---------------- ---------------Var(R)
0.00153500
OR
Var(T*R)
0.00020040
COV1
0.00034661
0.43203138
parameter
COV2
0.00034407
0.42886683
estimates
COV3
0.00023903
0.29793328
needed
Var(Error)
0.00080229
Corresponding DBM variance component and covariance estimates
DBM Component
Estimate
----------------------- ---------------DBM
Var(R)
0.00153500
parameter
Var(C)
0.02724923
estimates
Var(T*R)
0.00020040
Var(T*C)
0.01197530
needed
Var(R*C)
0.01226473
Var(T*R*C) + Var(Error)
0.03997160
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3.3 Running the sample-size program
The opening window for the sample-size program is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. First window in sample-size program.
File

Introduction
1: Specify design

2: General options
3A: Input values.

3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

Multi- and Single- Reader Sample Size Program 1.1 for Diagnostic Studies

5: Readers & cases or desired power

(Designed for planning radiological imaging studies.)

6: Results

Kevin M. Schanz
Stephen L. Hillis
For statistical question or suggestions, please contact Steve Hillis (steve- hillis ä uiowa.edu)
For software issues, please contact Kevin Schartz (Kevin- schartzanuiowa.edu)

Reference: Hillis SL, Obuchowski NA, Berbaum KS. Power estimation for multireader
ROC methods: An updated and unified approach. Academic Radiology 2011; 18:129 -142
doi: 10.1016/j. acra.2010.09.007
Manual is available for download from http: Uperception.radiology.uiowa.edu

Grant support: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB),
National Institutes of Health grant R01EB013667

Continue j

Table 3 shows the Step 1: Specify study design window. Here we have indicated that we want to do sample-size
estimation for a factorial study where each reader reads each case using each test. Note that four other designs could
have been selected.
Table 3. Step 1 in sample-size program
File

Introduction
1: Specify design

Step 1 - Specify study design

3A: Input values
3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

5: Readers & cases or desired power
6: Results

Q Factorial test -by- reader -by -case: each reader reads each case under each test

J Reader -nested - within -test split plot each reader interprets images from only one test, all cases read by each reader
J Case -nested -within -test split plot each case is imaged under only one test, each reader interprets all of the images from each test
U Case -nested -within -reader split plot: each reader interprets a different set of cases using all of the diagnostic tests

U 'Mixed' split plot
Done with this step

Table 4 shows the Step 2: Specify general options window. Here we have indicated that we will input OR parameter
estimates, and we have chosen to input the error covariances rather than the error correlations. Note that we alternatively
could have inputted OR means square from the OR analysis. All of the needed inputs are available in Table 1.
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Also, alternatively we could have inputted DBM parameter estimates: either DBM variance components (shown in Table
1) or DBM mean squares. DBM mean squares are not shown in Table 1, but can be obtained by rerunning the OR-DBM
MRMC 2.5 analysis and specifying a DBM analysis.
In this window we have requested a nonequivalence test and have requested that both readers and cases be treated as
random factors, so that conclusions will generalize to both the reader and case populations. We have also requested
various combinations of reader and case sample sizes that will result in .80 power.
Table 4. Step 2 in sample-size program.
File

Introduction

Step 2 - Specify general options

1: Specify design

Format of input values

2: General options
3A: Input values
3B: Input values, cont.

Ü Obuchowski -Rockette (OR) format
() OR variance components, conjectured or computed from pilot data
() with error covariances

4: Effect size

5: Readers & cases or desired power
6: Results

0 with error correlations
L) Mean squares from OR ANOVA table and error covariances, computed from factorial -study pilot data
Dorfman-Berbaum-Metz (DBM) format
DBIv1 variance components, conjectured or computed from pilot data
Mean squares from DBM ANOVAtable, computed from factorial -study data

Analysis method
Tests

U Nonequivalence
Noninferiority

Treatment of readers and cases

( Both random
J Readers fixed, cases random
U Readers random, cases fixed
L.) Single fixed reader, cases random
Treatment of input values

() Treat as known

Output options
Type of output

U Power for specified reader and case sample sizes
® Reader and case sample sizes for specified power
Done with this step

1

Table 5 shows the Step 3A: Input values window. After entering a descriptive title, we have entered the test-by-reader
variance component, the error variance, and Cov1, Cov2, and Cov3 values, all taken from Table 1.
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Table 5. Step 3A in sample-size program.
File

Step 3A - Input Values

Introduction
1: Specify design

2: General options

OR ANOVA variance components and error covariances

3A: Input values

3B: Input values, cont
4: Effect size

Note that the test x reader variance component is different from the test x reader mean
square. If you need to instead enter the mean square, return to the previous step and
select one of the input formats that takes mean squares.

5: Readers & cases or desired power
6: Results

Enter analysis title:

rVan Dyke, empirical AUC, jackknife covariances

test`readervariance component

0.00020040

error variance

0.00080229

Cov1

0.00034661

Cov2

0.000344071

Cov3

0.00023903

Done with this step

J

Table 6 shows the Step 3B: Input value, cont window. In this window we have entered c* = 114, the number of cases in
the Van Dyke study, which is also shown in Table 1.
Table 6. Step 3B in sample-size program.
File

Introduction
1: Specify design

2: General options

Step 3B - Input values, cont.

3A: Input values

3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

Readers & cases or desired power
6: Results

Enter the number of cases read by each reader (total of abnormal and normal cases) for
the study from which the data entered in step 2 was taken. This variable is c *.
Total number of cases (c *)

114

Table 7 shows the Step 4: Specify effect size and alpha window. Here we have indicated the effect size to be an AUC
difference of .05 and have set alpha (probability of a type I error) equal to .05 for the sample size computations.
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Table 7. Step 4 in sample-size program.
File
Introduction

Step 4 - Specify effect size and alpha

1: Specify design

2: General options
The effect size is the difference of the population mean outcomes across readers that you
vvish to be able to detect. For example, if the outcome of interest is AUC, then a typical
effect size is 0.05, that is, 0.05 = AUC2 - AUC1 where AUC1 is the population mean AUC
for test 1 and AUC2 is the population mean AUC for test 2.

3A: Input values

3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

5: Readers & cases or desired pc

Effect size to detect

.05

6: Results
Alpha is the type I error (probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis) that the researcher
plans to use for performing hypotheses tests. Typically researchers will use alpha = 0.05.
Alpha level to use

.05

Done with this step

l

Table 8 shows the Step 5: Specify readers, cases, and desired power window. Recall that in Step 1 we requested that
various combinations of reader and case sample sizes be computed that would result in the specified power. Here we
have requested power = .8, and have indicated the program should compute the number of cases needed for between 3
and 10 readers, but with a maximum of 2000 cases; i.e., if the power is not achieved with 2000 cases, then the program
does not search for a larger number of cases.
Table 8. Step 5 in sample-size program.
File

Introduction

Step 5 - Specify readers, cases, and desired power

1: Specify design

2: General options
3A: Inputvalues
3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

Specify the desired power, max readers, and max cases
Desired power

0.81

Maximum number of readers

1b

5: Readers & cases or desired power
Maximum number of cases

2000

(optional) Minimum number of readers

3

(fixed) Minimum number of cases

check to specify an alternative minimum value

20

Done with this step

J

Table 9 shows the Results window. The window first lists the user-supplied values, followed by the Corresponding OR
variance components, covariance, and correlations section; we supplied all of the values in this second section except
for the correlations (r1, r2, r3). However, if we had inputted mean squares, all of the values in this second section would
have been computed by the program.
The Sample Size Results section shows the number of cases needed to yield 0.80 power as the number of readers varies
between 3 and 10. For example, we see that with 6 readers we need 170 cases, and with 5 readers we need 213 cases.
We see that for 3 readers the number of cases needed was not less than 2000, as indicated by “<N/A>.”
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Table 9. Results from sample-size program.
File

Introduction

Results for Van Dyke, empirical AUC, jackknife covariances

1: Specify design

2: General options

User -supplied parameter or pilot -study values:

3A: Input values

Design : factorial

3B: Input values, cont.
4: Effect size

Tests : nonequivalence

Readers and cases : both readers and cases random

5: Readers & cases or desired power

Input values

:

Alpha

:

Input Format

:

6: Results

test *reader var comp :

treat as known
0.05

OR variance components with error covariances
0.0002004

Error variance : 0.00080229
Covl

:

0.00034661

Cov2 : 0.00034407
Cov3 : 0.00023903
c* : 114

User -supplied desired power, proposed readers & cases values
Desired Power

:

0.8

Proposed max readers

:

10

Proposed max cases

:

2000

Proposed min readers

:

3

Proposed min cases

:

20

Corresponding OR variance components, covariances, and correlations
test *reader var comp : 0.0002004

Error variance : 0.00080229
Covl : 0.00034661
Cov2 : 0.00034407
Cov3 : 0.00023903
rl : 0.432025826
r2 : 0.428859889
r3 : 0.297934662

Sample Size Results
power

Effect Size

:

0.05

:

3

:

0.05

:

4

:

361

:

0.05

:

5

:

213

:

0.8

0.05

:

6

:

170

:

0.802

0.05

:

7

:

148

:

0.802

0.05

:

8

:

134

:

0.801

0.05

:

9

:

125

:

0.801

0.05

:

10

:

119

:

0.802

readers

cases
<N /A>

:

<N /A>

0.8

3.4 Abnormal-to-normal case ratio
Note that the program did not ask for the ratio of abnormal to normal cases, but rather only for the total number of cases
for our pilot data. This is because the sample size results assume the same abnormal-to-normal case ratio as for the pilot
data, which for the Van Dyke data is 45:69. We would need fewer total cases if we planned to use an equal ratio of
abnormal and normal cases for our future study because that is a more efficient design. There are several solutions to
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this problem. First of all, if the ratio for the planned study will be closer to 1 than it was for the pilot study, then sample
size estimates will be conservative and hence can still be used, although they will tend to be larger than needed.
However, if the ratios do not differ greatly, then this approach is reasonable. Second, for the situation where the pilot
sample ratio is much different from that of the planned study, Hillis et al8 have discussed how to revise the pilot-study
estimates.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The software is a valuable tool for sizing radiologic diagnostic studies because of its ease of use and options for study
designs, types of hypotheses, input formats, output formats, and applicability to parametric and nonparametric readerperformance outcomes which can include outcomes from ROC, FROC, and ROI analyses.
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